South Central Action Area Caucus Group Meeting
March 2, 2016
12:30 p.m. – 2:30 p.m.
Renton City Hall (Chambers)
1055 South Grady Way, Renton, WA 98057

AGENDA
Meeting Purposes:
 Review 2016 work plan and deliverables for 5-year Ecosystem Recovery Plan
 Develop a long-term version for Ecosystem Recovery Plan
 Discuss process for prioritizing local NTAs to receive local funding allocation
 Identify key messages about NTA process to bring to EPA March 15 meeting
 Member updates
Time
12:30 – 12:40

Topic
Welcome & Introductions

Lead/Action
Chair

12:40 – 12:45

Review Meeting Summary

12:45 – 1:05

2016 Work Plan and 5-year Ecosystem Recovery Plan
Deliverables

Chair
Decision
Chair
Discussion

1:05 – 1:35
1:35 – 2:00
2:00 – 2:25

2:25 – 2:30

Visioning Brainstorm
Process for Prioritizing Local NTAs to Receive Local
Funding Allocation from EPA
Key Message Identification about NTA Process (feedback
for EPA at March 15 meeting)
Good of the Order:
 ECB agenda items
 PSP updates
 Seed money update
 Member updates
Wrap-Up & Adjourn

Upcoming Meeting Dates:
1. April 6 Workshop (**Renton Maintenance Shop**)
2. May 4 Caucus Meeting (Renton City Hall)

Chair
Discussion
Chair
Decision
Chair, Bruce Wulkan,
Allan Warren, and
Caucus Members
Discussion and direction
Chair

South Central Action Area Caucus Meeting
February 3, 2016
12:30 –2:30 p.m.
Renton City Hall (Council Chambers)
Attendees:
Members and Alternates
Name
Brandy Reed
Sue Taoka
Erika Harris
Sherrie Duncan
Lorna Mauren
Aaron Halverson
Blair Scott
Bruce Wulkan
Fred Jarrett
Annette Frahm
Other Attendees
Name
Gretchen Muller
Marie Novak

Affiliation
King Conservation District
PSP Leadership Council
PSRC
Citizens for a Healthy Bay
City of Tacoma
Lake Forest Park/Sound
Cities Association
King County Stormwater
Puget Sound Partnership

Name
Jean White
Dennis Robertson
Kathy Minsch
Chris Towe
Doug Osterman
Mike Mactutis

King County
King ECO Net

Lisa Spurrier
Lynn Schneider

Dave White
Allan Warren

Affiliation
King County
WRIA 9
City of Seattle
PCD/Pierce ECO Net
WRIA 9
City of Kent/Sound
Cities Association
King County
Pierce Conservation
District
WRIA 10/12
PHSKC

Affiliation
Cascadia Consulting Group
Cascadia Consulting Group

Welcome and Introductions
Fred Jarrett welcomed everyone and reviewed the purpose of the meeting.
Review Meeting Summary
Fred asked for revisions, comments. Mike Mactutis and Fred Jarrett’s names should be corrected. Kathy
Minsch clarified that she recommended Susan Saffery to be on the ECB funding subcommittee. Erika
Harris moved to approve with revisions, Allan Warren seconded. All were in favor.
Update on NTA Submissions (local and regional)
Gretchen thanked everyone for participation in the NTA process and reviewed the timeline of events
and deliverables, included in the meeting packet. Final NTAs will be reviewed by SITTs through Feb. 29;
rankings will be shared around Mar. 11. A list of local and regional NTAs for our LIO was included in the
meeting packet. Public review draft of the Action Agenda is released Mar. 28 for comments. In the past
our LIO has written a letter of comment; we might want to consider doing this.



Dennis Robertson suggested adding up total project costs for all proposals.
2nd installment of 5-Year Ecosystem Recovery Plan due April 15, 3rd installment July 15, final due
Sept. 11. 5-Year Plan should be a useful document for decision-makers. Dave White, Brandy
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Reed, Jean White, Dennis Robertson, Kathy Minsch, and Blair Scott volunteered to help with
those documents.
We’ll have formal opportunities to provide feedback to PSP about the NTA process.
o Feb. 10 LIO Coordinators meeting
o Meeting with Peter Murchie (EPA) and Sheida Sahandy (PSP) for updates on the Action
Agenda and NEP funding model. Jean White and Fred Jarrett (if available, need a
backup) will represent our LIO. Kathy Minsch volunteered Susan Saffery.
o Please email Gretchen and Bruce with feedback/lessons learned to bring to either of
these meetings, especially around the NTA process.
o Gretchen will ask when the finalized 5-Year Ecosystem Recovery Plan needs updating.

Status Update on Seed Money Project
Allan and Chris Towe provided an update on the $30K seed money project. At the last meeting, the
group selected the Puget Sound Starts Here (PSSH) project.





Met with PSSH Committee, which has ~$150K for campaign. They are working on contracting
and have received a quote from Intersection about bus route advertising in King and Pierce
Counties. The goal is to have a large number of impressions and drive website traffic.
$5K set aside for a video; we will issue an RFP for videographers. This would be useful to have
for partners and elected officials/city councils.
Also planning with ECO Nets to discuss marketing/branding.

ECO Net Integration
Chris Towe and Annette Frahm (Pierce and King ECO Nets, respectively) briefed the group on the
purpose and function of ECO Nets (Education, Communication, and Outreach Network). Members
provided feedback about value they derived from ECO Nets and how they could be utilized more fully.
Several shared that communication is often a weakness and did not fit well into recent NTA process.



Half of LIO Coordinators meeting on Feb. 10 will be spent on how LIOs can partner and more
effectively integrate efforts with ECO Nets. Annette, Chris, Gretchen will attend.
There will be additional opportunities to provide feedback.

Good of the Order
 ECB and finance subcommittee updates:
o PSP is considering redesigning ECB meetings to be more useful.
o Doug and Dennis attended financial strategy meeting. They agreed to charter and put
forward idea of piloting a funding and governance structure around specific prioritized
areas (WRIA 8,9, & 10 for example) rather than all of Puget Sound.
 PSP updates:
o Salmon Recovery Council met Jan. 28, Gretchen sent out record of decisions.
o Leadership Council meets Feb. 4.
o Science Panel meets Feb. 10.
o Funding Subcommittee met Jan. 29.
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EPA is talking about providing direct funding for implementation in the fall. Our LIO will
start prioritizing NTAs in 2-Year Implementation Plan in March. We don’t yet know what
categories are considered fundable (overhead, planning and design phases, etc.)
o EPA has made initial decisions on which agencies will be the permanent Strategic
Initiative leads; they will make funding decisions for those strategic initiatives:
 Stormwater: Dept. of Ecology, Dept. of Commerce, Washington Stormwater
Center
 Habitat: Dept. of Natural Resources, Washington Dept. of Fish and Wildlife
 Shellfish: Dept. of Health, Dept. of Ecology, Dept. of Agriculture
 Several members provided feedback that they would like to know more about
roles and functions of permanent leads and funding decisions.
o Next two implementation strategies are Floodplains and Land Development/Land Cover.
Seeking individuals to join the Land Development/Cover group, email Bruce by Feb. 8.
o Feb. 29 – Mar. 2 Puget Sound on the Hill event, let Dennis know if you have anything
you want him to address.
Member updates:
o Our LIO was recently asked to write a letter of support for an NEP funding grant. We
need to develop a process for how to handle such requests.
o Allan shared copies of Pierce Conservation District’s 5 Year Strategic Plan.
Next caucus meetings are March 2, April 6 at Renton City Hall.

Wrap-up & Adjourn
Meeting adjourned at 2:37 pm.
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LIO road to implementation (and funding)
Updated 2-22-2016

External Version: Partnership Understanding of the Value of Local Integrating Organizations Regarding
Long-Term Recovery Plan Deliverables
January 26, 2016
This document is intended to accompany the LIO Long-Term Recovery Plan Guidance and Narrative
template.

Purpose of the Long-Term Recovery Plans
This section describes why PSP believes that LIO Long-Term Recovery Plans (Plans) are important to the
overall Puget Sound protection and restoration effort.
Vision for the Final LIO Products:
1. LIO Plans engender confidence in local and regional decision-makers that there are well defined
problems in Puget Sound and at the LIO scale, that LIOs know what to do to address them, and
that the work at the LIO level is well integrated into an overall strategy for Puget Sound
Recovery. The Plans will foster decision-makers’ confidence in funding Action Agenda
implementation and enacting recommended policies whether at the local or regional scale.
2. LIO Plans inform adaptive management of Puget Sound protection and restoration1 at the
regional scale.

Vision Element 1: Decision-Maker Confidence
This section provides more detail on how to achieve the first element of the vision: engendering
decision-maker confidence. First, we describe generally what is needed to create that confidence, and
then what PSP will do to help create it. PSP action alone likely will not be enough to achieve this goal.
However, describing our efforts here helps us take the first step toward the goal and also look for
opportunities to help our partners work toward this goal.
Who are the decision-makers?
PSP will focus its efforts on engendering confidence in the following decision-makers:
 EPA and other federal agencies within the federal caucus
 State agency heads and senior staff
 Strategic Initiative Leads and Teams
 Congress
 The Governor
 The Washington State Legislature
 Tribes
 The Leadership Council, Ecosystem Coordination Board, Puget Sound Salmon Recovery Council,
and Science Panel

1

“Adaptive management of Puget Sound recovery” refers to our continuous reflection on and improvement of our
collective approach to protection and restoration of Puget Sound, including human wellbeing.

PSP will work with LIOs to develop executive summaries or other communications tools to help
communicate the key points of LIO Plans to key decision-makers.
Note that PSP does not assume that it will be the only entity communicating LIO priorities to these
decision-makers. The agency hopes and expects that LIOs and many others also will do so.
As PSP staff capacity allows, if LIOs are interested, and if different tools are needed than those noted
above, PSP also may work with LIOs to help develop tools to help LIOs engender confidence in the
following decision-makers:
 Local elected officials
 Local department heads and senior staff
 Local non-governmental organizations
Other potential end users of the LIO Plans include but aren’t limited to the following:







Lead entities – to inform adaptive management of Chinook recovery plans, development of
steelhead recovery plans, and identification of projects
Floodplains by Design – to inform continued development of floodplain visions and strategies
Local planners – to incorporate into updates of Shoreline Master Programs or Comprehensive
Plans
Project sponsors – to help with project identification, understanding how the project fits into a
broader strategy and possibly can provide additional benefits to other Vital Signs
State and federal program managers – to coordinate their on-going programs and proposed
NTAs with LIOs
Puget Sound business leaders who might be interested in or contribute to recovery efforts

What will PSP do to engender confidence in LIO Plans in decision-makers?
PSP’s work with decision-makers should include the following (PSP staffing assignments in parentheses):







Ensure agency management understands each LIO’s 5-year strategy and how it links to overall
recovery and the regional strategy. This understanding should help management identify and
consider the effects of agency actions and decisions on LIO priorities. (ERCs present this to
agency management.)
Ensure Leadership Council members understand the 5-year strategies of the LIOs for which they
are the liaisons (Boards Program and ERCs).
Present LIO strategies to the Strategic Initiative Teams. These presentations are part of the LIOs’
current contracts and will occur in September 2016. The Science Panel should delegate a review
to the Strategic Initiative Teams, and ask them to use the review questions developed for the
review in fall 2015. PSP believes that EPA’s NEP Program staff should attend and actively
participate in these reviews. (Boards Program, ERC Team, agency leadership)
Host a workshop or summit in which the LIOs present their strategies to the Boards, EPA
leadership, and the Tribal Management Conference in December 2016 or early January 2017 (to




be included in the FFY2016 LIO Contract. The goal of this workshop would be to develop a
shared vision for ecosystem protection and recovery that could guide our work in the 2017
legislative session, development of the 2018 Action Agenda, and beyond. Ensure that invitees
understand the LIO strategies and priorities, and have an opportunity to ask questions, learn
from each other, and identify coordination opportunities. This workshop should occur before
the update of Strategic Initiative content begins and before the 2017 legislative session.
Include LIO strategic content in discussions with Congressional leaders, as part of Puget Sound
Day on the Hill and other events with the Washington delegation.
Include LIO strategic content in discussions with the Governor and members of the Washington
State Legislature.

Vision Element 2: Adaptive Management
The second element of the vision for LIO Plans is to use the information therein to inform adaptive
management of Puget Sound protection and restoration efforts at the regional scale. This section
describes how PSP will work to achieve this element of the vision. First, it details how PSP plans to use
individual sections of the LIO Plans, and then summarizes how we will use the LIO Plans in the
development of key regional products such as the 2018 Action Agenda, the 2018-2020 Biennial Science
Work Plan, and the 2017 State of the Sound Report. This section also lists some other ways PSP might
use the information in the LIO Plans. It ends with a table that summarizes how each component of an
LIO Plan should be useful in engendering decision-maker confidence, and to the LIOs, to PSP, and to
further local-regional integration.
What will PSP do with specific components of the LIO Long-Term Plans?
Vital Signs and Goals





Identify which Vital Signs are the highest priority across the LIOs. Use this list to inform regional
decision-making, including the following:
o Consider LIO priorities when designing an approach to updating the content or focus of
the Strategic Initiatives for 2018 and 2020.
o Encourage EPA to consider LIO priorities when working with the Management
Conference to determine how to allocate funding across the Strategic Initiatives in
future years.
o Encourage the new Strategic Initiative Leads and Teams to consider LIO priorities, along
with the Vital Sign scoring criteria developed regionally, to inform the sequence of
remaining Vital Signs for Implementation Strategy development.
Determine whether the local statements of desired future conditions for Vital Sign targets are
enough to add up to recovery. If gaps remain, work to determine how to fill them.
In the future, use LIO goals and any remaining gaps to help determine whether and how to
improve the current Vital Sign targets and/or add new ones. Work to update the Vital Sign
targets will occur after 2020.

Pressures Prioritization


Use LIO pressures prioritization results to explore and inform improvements to the Pressures
Assessment

Priority Strategies and Sub-strategies:



Consider LIO priorities when designing an approach to updating the content or focus of the
Strategic Initiatives for 2018 and 2020.
Work with EPA and the Strategic Initiative Leads and Teams to encourage them to consider any
new sub-strategies that the LIOs propose.

Results Chains





Use LIO approaches to recovery (as reflected in results chains) to enhance/improve/strengthen
regional results chains. Vet these regional results chains with the Science Panel.
Local results chains will be part of the starter package of information Implementation Strategy
Teams will use as they develop Vital-Sign specific Implementation Strategies.
Use LIO results chains and Vital Sign priorities to inform updates to Strategic Initiative content
and focus for 2018 and 2020.
Use LIO products to help regional NTA owners identify areas for coordination with LIOs and
ways to address local priorities.

Narratives
As appropriate, use LIO narratives in outreach to key decision-makers, such as:








Leadership Council members and other Board members
EPA leadership and other federal agencies, as needed
Strategic Initiative Leads and Teams
Washington State legislators
Washington State Congressional delegation
State agency heads and senior staff
Tribes

As noted above, PSP also will work with LIOs to develop executive summaries or other very short
communications tools to help communicate the key points of LIO Plans to key decision-makers.
How will PSP incorporate LIO Plans into key agency products?
2016 Action Agenda
LIO Plans will become part of the supplemental material for the 2016 Action Agenda. Supplemental
materials are critical for the creation of the Action Agenda. They are those that can and should be
updated as new information becomes available. We expect that this designation will allow the LIOs

flexibility to adaptively manage their Plans while ensuring they are incorporated into the regional
roadmap to recovery.
2018 Action Agenda
Together with regional products, as appropriate:
 Use the LIO products in an update of the regional priorities
 Use the LIO products to inform an update of the regional strategies and sub-strategies
 Include LIO products as part of the starter package that Implementation Strategy development
teams receive
 Ensure EPA has the opportunity to consider the LIO products to help inform allocation decisions
across Strategic Initiatives
 Share the LIO products with regional NTA owners to help them identify places to coordinate
their NTAs with the LIOs.
2017 State of the Sound


Consider using the list of the high priority Vital Signs to inform how PSP designs the 2017 Report
to the Community.

2018-2020 BSWP


Incorporate LIO recommendations for science and monitoring into the 2018-2020 BSWP.

What are some other ways PSP might use the information in the LIO Plans?
In addition to the items listed above, PSP also might use the LIO Plans in the following ways:




To understand the implications and impacts of Agency and partner actions and decisions on LIO
priorities
To identify local needs and find ways to bring the right kind of support to LIOs to help them
succeed
To know where to find expertise on special issues

Appendix 1: Summary of Deliverables, Format and Timeline
Deliverable
PSP sends draft guidance to LIOs for
initial feedback
LIO meeting to discuss guidance
Written feedback on guidance due to
PSP (optional)

Deadline
February 3, 2016

Format for Delivery
Via email

February 10, 2016
February 22, 2016

In person
Email ERC

Documents for March 3rd workshop
distributed to LIOs
 LIO workshop #1 on goals and
prioritization
 Worksheet #1 (planning team,
roles & resp) due from LIOs
 Full list of potential components,
Vital Signs and pressures
Prioritized list of components, Vital
Signs and Pressures
LIO Workshop #2 on Conceptual
Models

February 24, 2016

Via Email

March 3, 2016

In person, DUE: Word document of Worksheet
#1 uploaded to Box folder or Miradi file
updated; Complete list of potential components,
pressures and Vital Signs in Miradi file, Word or
Excel

April 15, 2016

Miradi file updated

April 26, 2016

LIO Workshop #3 on Results Chains
and Adaptive Management

TBD June 2016

In person
DUE: Refined/prioritized/complete list of
components, Vital Signs and pressures; draft
goal statements (worksheets 2 and 3)
In Person
DUE: TBD




July 15, 2016

Full developed conceptual model
Draft goals statements for a
minimum of 3 Ecosystem

Word documents (worksheets 2, 3 and 4)
uploaded to Box file or Miradi file updated

Notes

Optional for LIOs that have additional input
following in person meeting and guidance
review
Includes updated written guidance, agenda,
other workshop materials
Workshop to include techniques and work
session on goals; and prioritization of
pressures

Not expected to be fully completed or vetted
locally – for review.
Workshop anticipated to include overview,
techniques and work session on conceptual
modeling
Workproducts TBD; includes training on
how to develop and different techniques to
apply to local workgroup sessions; AM
focuses on the procedure and how to design
a robust AM process that truly informs
future planning
Do not have to be vetted; includes most
current thinking on language for goal




Components and contribution
towards Vital Sign targets
Draft gaps/barriers/needs table
and adaptive management
procedure
Current draft of long term plan

statement; should address VS targets as
appropriate.

September 11,
2016

1.








2.





Workplan for completion of Plan

September 30,
2016

Miradi file that includes:
LIO profile
Priority Ecosystem Components for Plan
with related VS noted
Draft goal statements for Ecosystem
Components with related VS goals noted
Prioritized pressures with related VS noted
Local Results Chains with prioritized
strategies
Flags where performance measures are
desired
Adaptive Management Procedure
Narrative sections
Narrative report (initial content generated
from Miradi) uploaded to Box file in Word
format that includes:
Description of LIO and recovery planning
context
Summary of key products developed for the
Plan
Gaps, barriers, needs
Adaptive management procedure

Workplan submitted in Word, Smartsheet or
Excel to Box folder that includes:
 How reviewer feedback from the region will
be incorporated into draft products

All product are expected to be DRAFT for
feedback by region




Presentation on initial draft LIO Plan
to Strategic Initiative Team
Additional work on Plan to be defined
in the 2016-2017 LIO Contract

By September 30,
2016
After October 1,
2016

Process for completing local
vetting/approval of initial Plan
Additional components of the Plan to be
completed in 2016-2017 (e.g. completion of
goal statements, performance measures,
etc)

In person presentation in PowerPoint or similar
format
PSP anticipates having a draft contract ready
for review/input by LIOs in May 2016

